
IMPORTANT!  Instructions For Installing Your
Form Fitted GPX6000 Nugget Stalker® Cover From Doc

Congratulations on purchasing a Nugget Stalker® Brand cover made 
by Doc.  There are simply no better covers made anywhere in the 
world that compare to the quality of these covers.  The brand Nugget 
Stalker® and the stick figure of a man detecting are Federally 
Registered Trademarks in both the United States and Australia. 

A big thank you goes out to Minelab for their help, guidance and 
advice on designing these covers to their uncompromising standards.  
These covers are extremely well fitted and durable.  They were not 
easy to design because the GPX6000 has so many angles and is such a 
unique shape.

If you will take the time to install this cover carefully, you will find it 
functions perfectly.  The most difficult part of the installation is 
installing the head cover and making sure the holes on the side of the 
cover are perfectly aligned over the side buttons.  Fortunately you do 
not use these buttons often.

Metal Detector Body Cover

Picture A  Inside the top edges of the main body cover you will find 
Hook and Loop material, similar to Velcro®. We will refer to this as 
H&L in the remainder of these instructions.  We use 3M brand H&L. 
Leave the white protective backing on and install the cover on the 
body of your detector.

Picture B  Make sure your detector is very clean.  Wipe it down with 
a soft cloth with water. Use alcohol to insure adhesion of the H&L.  
After installing the cover, remove the backing from one side of the 
cover at a time.  Make sure you align the top edge of the cover with 
the top edge of the detector and press the H&L (Hook and  Loop) 
down onto the top of the detector.  This will stick the HOOK part of 
the H&L onto the detector.  We always orient the HOOK part out so it 
does not rub against the detector and scratch it.  At this point you can 
pull the top edge of the cover away from the detector to readjust it for 
a good alignment.  HOWEVER, do this carefully as it usually takes a 
full 24 hours for the adhesive on the back of the LOOP strip to get full 
adhesion to the detector.

Picture C  Making sure that you install and align the main cover as 
instructed above not only gives you a tailored well fitted appearance, 
but it accomplishes other functions as well.  #1. It holds the cover in 
place and keeps it from shifting back to front.  #2. It also helps keep 
dirt and debris from entering the top of the cover and getting between 
the cover and the detector.

Arm Cuff Cover Picture D

The arm cuff cover is easy to install and needs little explanation.  
However, you want to make sure it is oriented correctly.  The arm cuff 
is not symmetrical.  The back edge of the cuff, the edge closest to your 
elbow, is perfectly vertical.  The front edge of the arm cuff is at an 
angle.  Make sure the arm cuff cover is on correctly.  It will be 
apparent if you have put it on incorrectly.  If it looks weird, turn it 
around and put it back on.

Inside of the pockets of the arm cuff cover you will find H&L.  This is 
only necessary to use if you are not going to use the black strap that 
goes across the top of your arm.  This H&L will hold the arm cuff 
cover in place without the strap.  Otherwise if you are using the strap, 
the strap will be sufficient to keep the arm cuff cover in place.

Head Cover Installation

The head cover is the most challenging to install because of the 4 
small buttons 2 on each side of the control head of the detector.  
Getting the holes in the cover perfectly aligned over the buttons is 
critical.  Other poorly made covers on the market do not even make an 
attempt to design holes.  They use lightweight material and simply 
expect you to push the buttons through the material.  If you will take 
your time to follow these instructions and install the head cover 
correctly you will be pleased with the results.  You only have to do 
this once, so it is a small expenditure of time, compared to the years of 
service you will get from the cover.
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Picture E  and Picture F First, take note of the small LOOP material 
stitched inside of the cover, located above and below the side button 
holes.  E Shows the LOOP location below holes.  F shows LOOP 
location above holes on each side of the cover.  Pictures are on Page 1.  
The purpose of this LOOP is to get a perfect alignment of the button 
holes in the cover over the buttons on the machine.

Picture G  In the package you will find a piece of HOOK material that 
is approx. 1 inch by 1 inch.   Cut this piece of HOOK material in 4 
equal size pieces. This will give you 4 small pieces approx. 1/2 by 1/2 
inch.

Picture H  Leave the peel off adhesive backing on the 4 small pieces.  
Reach inside the head cover with a pair of tweezers, needle nose pliers 
or other suitable tool and stick the small pieces of hook material onto 
the loop material that is sewn above and below the 2 holes on each 
side of the inside of the cover.  

Picture I  Make sure these 4 HOOK pieces are positioned correctly 
onto the 4 LOOP tabs sewn inside the cover.  Press on them firmly to 
make sure the HOOK and LOOP are grabbing each other securely. 

Picture J  You are now ready to put the head cover onto the control 
head of the GPX6000 detector.  Take your time and wiggle the cover 
on, side to side, a little bit at a time until the cover is on.  We have 
tailored the cover so it is a nice firm fit, so it will take a little effort to 
get the head cover on.  DO NOT secure the Hook and Loop tab on the 
back of the cover just yet.  We need to be able to move the cover 
around a bit to position the holes over the buttons.

Would you be a good Surgeon?

Picture K  So this is the part of the instructions where we test your 
fine motor skills. You’ll need a very fine pair of tweezers.  Having an 
extra pair of hands would not hurt.  Our goal is to remove the backing 
off of the HOOK tabs that we placed on the sewn in LOOP tabs inside 
the head cover.  However, once the backing is removed we have to be 
very careful to align the holes over the buttons before we press the 
adhesive backing onto the detector.  To make things easier take a 
safety pin and run it through the cover right where the Hook and Loop 
tabs are.  This will allow you to pull the H&L up and off of the 
detector, and help you carefully remove the peel off backing from the 
adhesive back with your tweezers.  Picture L  Pull backing out of the 
hole.  Pulling up on the safety pin keeps the adhesive from touching 
the detector until you get those holes positioned directly over the 
buttons.  Do one tab at a time.  Once you have the holes lined up,  
Press the exposed adhesive back down onto the detector.  Don’t panic 
if it isn’t perfect.  As long as it is close.  Remember once the adhesive 
sets up you can lift the LOOP tabs stitched inside the cover away from 
the HOOK tabs that are attached to the machine using a safety pin.  
Then make minor adjustments to align the holes over the buttons.  
Perfect alignment should look like Picture M.

Secure the bottom of the cover under the screen
to the top of the handle where it is angled

Picture N  The next step is very simple.  Under the front of the head 
cover, below the clear plastic screen is a piece of LOOP fabric that is 
sewn inside the cover.  It is supplied with a piece of adhesive backed 
HOOK material.   Picture O  Peel of the backing of the adhesive and 
stick the HOOK material to the angle on the top of the detector 
handle. Picture P  Push down on it to secure the adhesive patch to the 
detector.  This secures the cover from shifting around.  It also holds 
the plastic screen close against the detector screen to cut down on 
glare.  It is strongly recommended that you get clear adhesive screen 
protector material and put it over your detector screen.  This is the 
kind commonly used to protect cell phone screens, GPS screens etc.  
This will protect the detector screen from getting scratched should 
dust get between the plastic screen on the head cover and the detector 
screen itself.  Picture Q  The cover may stretch a small amount with 
use.  To readjust lift the tab on the front and reposition it.  Picture R  
The end result is this Hook and Loop at the top of the handle gives a 
well fitted look to the detector and keeps the cover screen close to the 
detector screen.  This also shows how to attach the shade cover.

Secure the back of the head cover.

Picture S  Start with the H&L tabs in the position shown.  Picture T  
Take the HOOK portion and attach it to the LOOP as shown.  Picture 
U  Now fold the remaining piece of LOOP and fold it back over the 
exposed HOOK portion as shown.  Picture V Shows the very clean 
and secure closure utilizing a “clam shell” Hook and Loop closing 
method.  The ground balance button is easily accessible.
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